; see also Vilis, 1987, 1990).
results demonstrate that motoneurons do not carry the
With the former (head rotation) stimuli, the three-dimensional eye movement is uniquely specified by the seneye position dependence of eye velocity necessary to generate smooth pursuit eye movements in Listing's sory drive. Accordingly, motoneurons are expected to carry the appropriate motor drive to generate horiplane, supporting the hypothesis that part of the solution for kinematically appropriate eye movements is zontal, vertical, and torsional eye velocities during yaw, pitch, and roll VOR. Thus, we refer to the torsional eye found in the mechanical properties of the eyeball. movements elicited during roll head rotation as sensory-driven torsion. In contrast, the latter (smooth purResults suit) stimulus constitutes a two-dimensional retinal signal, where only the horizontal and vertical components We recorded neural activities from 99 neurons that were located either within the oculomotor (OC, III) and trochof eye velocity are directly driven by the sensory stimulus. Thus, the torsional eye velocity necessary for the lear (TR, IV) motor nuclei or were fibers within the OC/ TR rootlets. The majority were vertical motoneurons, inhalf-angle rule is not sensory driven, but a direct result of noncommutativity. Whether motoneurons carry the nervating the superior/inferior recti and superior/inferior oblique muscles. Of these vertical motoneurons, 22 appropriate motor drive to generate this noncommutative-driven torsion is fundamental to the predictions of were identified as TR nerve fibers, 16 as vertical OC fibers, and 40 were vertical cells in the TR/OC nuclei. the neural and mechanical hypotheses. Vertical motoneurons have oblique on-directions and In addition, activities from 21 medial rectus (horizontal) motoneurons were also recorded for comparison. Of drive both vertical and torsional eye movements, whereas the on-direction of horizontal motoneurons is almost these, 9 were fibers recorded in the OC nerve rootlets, while the remaining 12 were cells recorded in the OC purely horizontal (Suzuki et al., 1999) . Thus, if the noncommutative-driven torsion is neurally generated (neunuclei. All neurons included in this study were isolated within the center of the respective nuclei. In addition, ral hypothesis), the firing rates of all vertical (but not horizontal) motoneurons should change proportionally only neurons and fibers with clear burst-tonic activities, including a strong saccadic sensitivity, were included to both sensory-driven and noncommutative-driven torsion. In contrast, the mechanical hypothesis predicts in the sample. Unless a specific difference needs to be highlighted, we refer to both cell body and fiber recordno such consistent correlation between firing rates and noncommutative-driven torsion, because the latter is ings as "motoneurons," "cells," or "neurons" in the following presentation.
simply due to eye position-dependent changes in the pulling direction of the rectus muscles. In a more mathTo compare between the predictions of an exclusively neural (abbreviated here as simply "neural") and ematically appropriate terminology, the neural and mechanical hypotheses predict that motoneurons encode an at least partly mechanical (abbreviated here as simply "mechanical") hypothesis ( Figure 1B , scheme 1 verangular velocity and derivative of eye position ( Figure  1B , schemes 1 versus 2a and 2b), respectively. With sus schemes 2a and 2b), we used two different types of sensory stimuli: (1) yaw, pitch, and roll head and body these predictions in mind, we first briefly show that vertical motoneurons modulate during roll head moverotations, generating horizontal, vertical, and torsional vestibulo-ocular reflexes (VOR), respectively; and (2) ments (eliciting sensory-driven torsion), before examining their properties during horizontal and vertical horizontal and vertical smooth pursuit eye movements. Table 1 ). tent with the roughly equal torsional and vertical ondirections of vertical motoneurons during static fixaally observed, and this difference was statistically sigtions (Suzuki et al., 1999 ). Yet, because motoneuron tornificant (paired t test, p << 0.001). More than one-third sional eye velocity sensitivities were typically larger (22/59, 37%) of the cells had slopes that were lower than vertical sensitivities (Figure 2D ), the slopes prethan 25% of the respective predictions. In contrast, dicted using this approximation most likely represent a only 12% (7/59) of the cells had slopes larger than 75% conservative lower estimate (i.e., an underestimation) of the predicted values. These proportions were equally of the expected dependence.
split between TR and OC nerve fibers and neurons The predicted versus actual slopes of the linear dewithin the motor nuclei ( Figure 6A ; black squares, cirpendence of cell firing rates on eye position have been cles, and triangles, respectively). We searched for difsummarized in Figure 6A . For the majority of motoneurons, the predicted slope was larger than the one actuferences between these two populations in terms of Figure 7A , black squares, circles, and triangles, respectively) (t test, p >> 0.05). Thus, whatever the 2). For these neurons, a more accurate prediction of expected slope could be made, since the torsional eye reason for the small eye position dependence of some cells (see Discussion), the fact that it is of similar magvelocity sensitivity of the cell was directly measured during the 2 Hz roll oscillations. Figure 6B compares nitude for both vertical and horizontal motoneurons does not support the predictions of the neural hythe actual with the predicted slopes for motoneurons whose sensitivities to torsional eye velocity were dipothesis. Second, for seven vertical motoneurons, we also rerectly estimated during 2 Hz roll head movements. For these comparisons, because the cell's torsional oncorded neural activities while varying eye position in direction was also known (i.e., the cell encoded either positive or negative torsion during roll head movements), the sign of the expected slopes (i.e., whether it was predicted to increase or decrease as a function of eye position) could also be predicted. As illustrated in Figure 6B , the actual motoneuron slopes were typically smaller than those predicted from the cells' sensitivities to sensory-driven torsion (paired t test, p << 0.001). Furthermore, the actual changes in neural firing rates were often in the incorrect direction from that expected if the cell's on-directions for sensory-driven and noncommutative-driven torsion were the same (shaded quadrants in Figure 6B) . Therefore, the eye position dependence of many vertical motoneuron firing rates is not only much smaller in magnitude, but also often in Given the smaller torsional eye velocities generated during the VOR, if the noncommutative-driven torsion is encoded by the firing rates of vertical motoneurons, cell activities during the VOR should be characterized 
Discussion

Neural versus Mechanical Solution for Noncommutativity during Smooth the same direction as pursuit (i.e., by varying vertical eye position during vertical pursuit and horizontal eye Pursuit Eye Movements
We have directly tested whether motoneurons with verposition during horizontal pursuit), a condition that evokes no noncommutative-driven torsion. Under these conditical on-directions change their firing rates during pursuit eye movements, as expected according to a purely tions, because the neural hypothesis predicts changes in motoneuron firing rates as a function of eye position neural solution to the problem of noncommutativity ( Figure 1B, scheme 1) . We found that although they only when the latter is accompanied by the generation of torsional eye velocity, motoneuron slopes should be carry the torsional drive during roll movements of the head, vertical motoneurons do not consistently change negligible or at least smaller than those when the noncommutative torsion is present. Once again, we found their firing rates during horizontal and vertical pursuit eye movements from eccentric positions, as would this prediction not to be supported by the data. The slopes of vertical motoneuron firing rates as a function have been expected if they provided the motor drive for the noncommutative-driven torsion. Four different of eye position in the conditions where no noncommutative-driven torsion was generated were similar to observations contributed to this conclusion. First, changes in motoneuron firing rates with eye position those when a noncommutative-driven torsion was evoked ( Figure 7A , open versus filled black symbols, were typically smaller and often in the incorrect direction from those expected if motoneurons provided the paired t test, p >> 0.05). The corresponding p values of the regression have been illustrated in Figure 7C . These same motor drive for sensory-driven and noncommutative-driven torsion. Second, small firing rate changes results suggest that similar eye position-dependent changes were present in both horizontal and vertical were also seen when eye position changed in the same (rather than orthogonal) direction to pursuit, a condition motoneuron firing rates, either in the presence or absence of noncommutative-driven torsion. Thus, bethat does not generate noncommutative-driven torsion (Tweed and Vilis, 1987, 1990; Tweed et al., 1992) . Third, cause changes in motoneurons firing rates with eye po- tion during the yaw/pitch VOR as compared to horizontal/vertical pursuit eye movements. Again, the reAs experimental observations do not agree with these predictions, we suggest that the occasional small sults were inconsistent with these predictions. Because none of the neural hypothesis predictions were supeye position dependence, seen in either vertical or horizontal motoneuron firing, is most likely unrelated to ported by the data, we conclude that motoneurons do not carry the appropriate motor drive to generate noncommutative-driven torsion and probably due to other complexities of the eye plant ( 
